General Information to the “1221 profile” - 9.64 % of Herrmann® database
This profile is double dominant with the two primaries in the Upper quadrants, A and D.
Individuals with this profile would exhibit strong preferences for logical, analytical and quantitative modes
of thinking in the Upper Left A quadrant; in contrast they would also have a preference for the integrative,
synthesizing, creative and holistic aspects of Upper Right D.
This profile indicates a clear secondary preference for the emotional, interpersonal processing of Lower Right
C as well as a clear secondary for the controlled, conservative, organized processing modes of the Lower
Left B quadrant.
Individuals with this profile frequently exhibit the ability to switch back and forth between the two cerebral
quadrants, as the situation demands.
Occupations typical of this profile include design engineers, financial consultants or advisers (those involved
with forecasting financial trends), and research and development scientists particularly physicists.
It is also typical of senior executives in operating and strategic positions in technical organizations.
Work that is considered most satisfying would include:working solo,making things work, being challenged,
inventing solutions, bringing about change, and integrating ideas.

Most comfortable communication ap-

But may not consider:

proaches may include:
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Strict procedure
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No beating around the bush

•

Implementation aspects

•

Think big picture

•

Team processes

•

Direct to the point language

•

Emotional reasoning
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Cluster thinking into idea chunks

•

Be accurate and specific

To make a decision, a person with this

•

Use visuals

profile may ask:
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Written schedule and plan
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Having a people focus
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Do I have all the information?

•

Have I seen all the hidden possibilities?

But may overlook:
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Practicality

The most natural problem solving strate-
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Affecting others

•

Re-engineering
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Intuition/gut reaction
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Brainstorming

•

Modeling

•

Sketching

•

Research

•

Strategic thinking

Source: http://www.hbdi.com/HBDI-book/c/#1221

